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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 Case Manager has merged
several custodians after processing case data.
What is the next step the Case Manager should perform to ensure
the changes take effect?
A. restart services
B. rerun Active Directory discovery
C. rerun post-processing
D. delete custodian tombstones
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
USGA and USGB have configured a static BFD session. Which of
the following statements is true about the process of setting
up and tearing down a BFD session? (Multiple choices)
A. After the USG B receives a BFD packet whose status is Init,
the local status changes to Up.
B. After the local BFD state of the USG 0 is Init, if it
continues to receive the packets whose state is Down, it
re-processes and updates its own local state.
C. After a state transition of "DOWN =&gt; INIT" occurs on USG
A and USG B, a timeout timer is started. If the BFD packet
whose status is Init or Up is not received after the timer
times out, the local status automatically switches back to
Down.
D. USG A and USG B respectively start the BFD state machine.
The initial state is Down, and the BFD packets with the Down
state are sent. The value of your Discriminator is 0.

Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
How should items without text content be handled during
Transparent Predictive Coding (TPC) workflow?
A. the items must be separated for manual review
B. the items must be flagged for further review during the
Controlled Prediction Accuracy Test
C. the items must be OCR'd during the Controlled Prediction
Accuracy Test
D. the items must be included in training sets
Answer: A
Explanation:
Topic 9, Managing cases
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